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November 1951 – January 1953 

Based in Singapore. 
Commanding Officer of S.D.M.L.3508 

With the Royal Malayan Navy. 
 

 
Introduction. 
 
I left H.M.S.Glory in Singapore when she was on her way to 
Sydney for a refit after serving in Korea. 
 
To leave a huge ship with a complement of 2000 and being a 
little fish in a big pond it was a thrill and a challenge to be 
appointed to command an S.D.M.L. (Seeward Defence Motor 
Launch) with a Malay crew and be responsible for three week 
patrols in new waters. As a 22 year old junior officer this was very 
exciting. 
 
When I first arrived in Singapore I went to the Royal Naval Base 
at H.M.S. Terror which was to be my home when not on patrol. 
 
My first sight of my command was not thrilling as she was on the 
dockside being refitted. However this gave me time to learn a bit 
of Malay and explore the delights of Singapore and get to know 
some of the officers at Terror. I soon struck up a good 
relationship with an Instructor Lieutenant and agreed to buy a car 
jointly on the understanding that I would have sole use of it when 
not on patrol 
Terror had good facilities and I used to play squash amongst 
other activities. 
The Wardroom at Terror was renowned for its Sunday lunches 
which consisted of an excellent curry followed by rice castles and 
syrup, followed by a good Sunday afternoon ziz! 
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CREW 
 
My crew of 12 was an interesting mixture. The Coxswain was 
a Pakistani. The telegraphist was a Eurasian. The two 
stokers were Chinese. The cook was also Chinese and the 
rest were Malays. 
The conditions on board were not exactly five stars. I lived in 
the wheelhouse cabin, to wash I used a bowl of water on 
deck and hosed down. The cook produced quite good meals 
for me. One of his favourites was squid fried in its own juice. 
Delicious! We bought food in the local markets which 
usually had a good selection of fruit and veg and, of course, 
plenty of fresh fish. 
We had a wooden fridge, insulated, and kept cold with a one 
cwt block of ice. This we would bring back to the ship on a 
porters trolley. When we were at anchor it was quite a job to 
carry it on our little dinghy. 
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My cook was also my ‘dhobi’ man and somehow managed to 
keep my clothes clean and smart although we were away for 
three weeks at a time. 
To augment our fish eating we would stop at a fishing 
keelong and buy absolutely freshly caught fish. 
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Singapore Climate and Weather  

Singapore's climate is mostly hot and humid with average 
temperatures ranging between 79°F (26°C) and 86°F (30°C) 
during the day with cooler temperatures at night. The wettest 
months are between November and January (the monsoon 
period); however rainfall occurs throughout the year. Rainstorms 
are usually short but heavy, so remember to take an 
umbrella. 

Singapore Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Rainfall (mm) 238 165 174 166 171 163 150 171 163 191 250 269 

Rainfall (inches) 9.4 6.5 6.8 6.6 6.7 6.4 5.9 6.7 6.4 7.5 9.8 10.6 

Min Temp (°C) 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 

Max Temp (°C) 30 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 30 29 

Min Temp (°F) 72.9 73.6 73.9 74.8 75 75 74 74 74 74 74 73 

Max Temp (°F) 85 87 88 89 88 88 87 87 87 88 87 85 
 

 

The Malayan Emergency 
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This was a state of emergency declared by the British colonial 
government of Malaya in 1948 and lifted in 1960, as well as an 
insurrection and guerrilla war fought between government forces 
and the Malayan National Liberation Army around the same 
period. The state of emergency entailed the revocation of many 
civil rights, the granting of special powers to the police, and other 
measures aimed at the suppression of left wing political 
movements, especially the Malayan Communist Party (MCP). 
The guerrilla war, which is also known as the Malayan War, was 
part of the ongoing conflict between the MCP and other leftists, 
and the colonial establishment, starting shortly after the 
Japanese withdrawal in 1945 and extending at least to the 
signing of the peace treaty between the communists and the 
government of Malaya in 1989. The Malayan National Liberation 
Army (MNLA) was the military arm of the MCP; it was formed 
shortly after the Emergency was declared in 1948. 

 

 

 

Post World War II – Formation of the Malayan Naval Force 

The Malay Navy was reactivated on 24 December 1948 at the outbreak of 
the Malayan Emergency, the Communist inspired insurgent war against 
the British Colonial government. The Malayan Naval Force regulation was 
officially gazetted on 4 March 1949 by the colonial authorities and the 
Malayan Naval Force was based at an ex-Royal Air Force radio base 
station in Woodlands, Singapore. The base was initially called the 'MNF 
Barracks' but later renamed HMS Malaya. 

The main mission of the Malayan Naval Force (MNF) was coastal patrol 
in order to stop the communist terrorists from receiving supplies from the 
sea. In addition, the Force was tasked with guarding the approaches to 
Singapore and other ports. 
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The MNF was firstly equipped with a River-class frigate HMS Test that 
was used as a training ship but by 1950 had in service an ex-Japanese 
minelayer HMS Laburnum, a Landing Craft Tank (LCT) HMS Pelandok 
("Mousedeer"), motor fishing vessel HMS Panglima ("Marshall"), torpedo 
recovery vessel HMS Simbang and several seaward defence motor 
launches (SDML). 

“Royal” Title 

In August 1952 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, bestowed the title "Royal 
Malayan Navy" to the Malayan Naval Force in recognition of the sterling 
service in action during the Malayan Emergency. All RMN ships today 
carry the prefix KD (Kapal Diraja). 

 
 
The Malay Language 
 
On arrival in Malaya I had to learn the language quickly as my 
crew were all Malay or Chinese, it is a fairly easy language up to 
a certain standard. 
 
The various States have very different dialects and it was like 
learning English and being exposed to Scouse, Glaswegian, 
Yorkshire, etc. Quite confusing at times as I was moving around 
quite a lot. 
Once I had passed the exam I was paid one shilling a day, this is 
a 5% increase on my basic salary, my total monthly salary was 
about £28. 

 
Malayan Coast Patrols. 

 
My First Patrol 

17
th

 December – 6
th

 January 1952. 
 

I sailed on the 17
th
 December with some trepidation venturing into 

unknown waters with a relatively untrained crew of Malays. I had 
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learnt the rudiments of Malay but was not fluent and had to rely 
very much on my Coxswain (who was a Pakistani). 
I went in convoy with another M.L. and we swept up the Malacca 
Straits, three miles apart, darkened, looking for junks and motor 
fishing boats that might be transporting guerrillas and or arms for 
the communists. 
We carried out various exercises en route such as exercising 
‘man overboard’, and firing the two 20mm Oerlikin guns. Malays 
are short and they could not reach the sights so accuracy was 
poor! However later I had platforms made to give them extra 
height. 
Each port we called at I visited the local District Officer and the 
O.C.P.D. (Officer Commanding Police District) and the local 
Customs Officer. They had theoretically been advised of my visit 
but often had no knowledge! 
I got to know many of them quite well and often went to the local 
club in the evening. These clubs were much used by the local 
rubber planter managers who came to drown their fears and 
sorrows. Many of them had been attacked by bandits and were 
obviously ’twitchy’. They used to drink quite a lot but I did not 
have more than two or three alcoholic drinks and then changed to 
lime juice. This gave me a bit of a reputation as someone who did 
not drink! 
After several night patrols we arrived in Penang for a welcome 
break for Christmas. 
After Penang we went to Lumut, Port Swettenham, Port Weld. 
At Port Weld it was New Years Eve and I went to the Taiping 
Club for a Fancy Dress Party! I had to improvise whereas others 
were dressed very well as penguins, gorillas etc. 
This was the rainy season and there were frequent heavy storms 
and Malaya itself was suffering from flooding. 
When at sea I could see these storms approaching, they were 
called ‘Sumatras’ and were vicious. Sometimes I had to heave to 
until the wind abated as the M.L.’s rolled horribly in bad weather. 
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I arrived back in Singapore on the 6
th
 weary but pleased with my 

first patrol. 
There were 30 letters awaiting me after three weeks without and 
many of them needed answers! Oh dear! 
 

PATROL TWO 
10

th
 – 26

th
 January 

 
This was another patrol in the Malacca Straits, visiting several 
ports including Port Dickson, Muar, Port Swettenham, Malacca, 
Lumut, Kuala Selangor etc. I was slowly getting to know quite a 
few of the local officials who were generally very hospitable. 
Most of the time I was patrolling at night which was the time 
illegal activities took place. This was quite tiring. 
At Kuala Selangor the local custom officer took me to visit a 
fishing village inhabited by 10,000 Chinese almost all of whom 
were involved in fishing and were renowned fir their nefarious 
activities. The entire village was built on stakes and was 
fascinating to explore with someone who knew his way around. 
Once or twice I went a short way up rivers and saw various 
monkeys disporting themselves in arboreal activities. 
We searched a lot of boats during this patrol without finding 
anything illegal although we did tow in a number of boats for 
further questioning. 
Part of the time I was working under the direction  of 
H.M.S.Amethyst, a frigate, who would use her radar to pick up 
contacts and then direct me to intercept using radio telephone 
communication, she would say ‘ vector 090 to intercept skunk 
range two miles.’ 
This worked very well and many boats were very surprised to 
suddenly see a small searchlight shining on them. 
On my return to Singapore I was delighted to see ‘Glory’ there 
and passing close by I saw Lieutenant Lindley on watch and 
arranged to go on board later to catch up with old friends from my 
time on her [see chapter on H.M.S.Glory in Korea]. When I 
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returned later I was ‘piped’ on board as fitting for a Commanding 
Officer! Quite a thrill. 
January 26

th
 was the Chinese New Year and almost everything 

comes to a stop for about four days, and as I only had four days 
to get ready for my next patrol this was very frustrating. 
However I managed to get my boat hoisted out of the water to 
have a leak repaired. 
I also had some fun ashore played rugger twice and had a good 
‘run ashore’ with friends, collecting two girls from Braddle Hill 
where all the girls from the UK , working as secretaries, tended to 
live. This was locally known as ‘Straddle Rise!’ We had fun 
Highland dancing and also visited the Tanglin Club and got back 
to bed at 3.30 a.m. 
 

3
rd

 Patrol 
4

th
 – 14

th
 February. 

 
This was another very busy patrol mainly working under the 
direction of another frigate, H.M.S. Alert. 
During this patrol I did 170 hours at sea steaming in ten days. 
This was mostly at night and was very tiring. One advantage was 
that I could go alongside Alert and have a shower and get ice and 
other supplies. Sometimes this was done with both of us 
steaming at about four knots. 
The weather was bad during this period which it even more tiring. 
I searched quite a lot of boats and found several chandu sets. 
[See below for description of chandu]. 

  

Opium is traditionally smoked in dens, which are called " 
chandu khanas" in the local dialect. The den is usually a 
dark, dingy and sickly stinking place located 
inconspicuously in back alleys where one of the two 
preparations of opium - chandu or madhak is smoked. 
Only the lower strata of the society visit it. The opium 
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smoker is known as " chandu baz" in the common 
parlance. 

Chanduis prepared by boiling opium in water and 
evaporating its moisture. During the boiling process, a 
substance called " sokhta", which comprises the carbon 
deposits accumulated in the smoking pipe, is also added. 
When the preparation becomes paste-like, it is ready for 
use. The smoker lies down and holds a pipe, which is 
connected to a hollow ball with an aperture on a burning 
lamp in such a position that the flame just touches the 
aperture where a small quantity of is held with a needle. 
He then puffs the fumes. For greater satisfaction, chronic 
smokers also lick some chandu immediately before 
smoking. 

Half way through this patrol I developed bad toothache and had 
to be taken to Kuala Lumpur to see a ‘toothwright ’ to have a 
wisdom tooth removed. I was then driven back in an armoured 
car to my boat and had to immediately go to sea with a raging 
headache and in bad weather. 
I seldom got more than two hours sleep and arrived back in 
Singapore exhausted. 
Whilst patrolling I met one of the Indonesian patrol boats. These 
had a reputation for raiding Malayan fishing boats and stealing 
their nets and cargos. The Indonesian navy had about four boats 
like mine and three slightly bigger ones. 
After returning to Singapore I managed to go to the dockyard 
chapel on the Sunday, and felt much better for that. 
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18
th
 February - 9

th
 March. 

PATROL 4 
 
This was another patrol on the West Coast in the Malacca Straits 
initially and then up to the lovely island of Langkawi near the 
border with Siam. 
 
The first part was the usual ‘routine’ of night patrols and day visits 
to small ports. Several had mud or sand bars which are too 
shallow at certain stages of the tide. On several occasions I took 
our dinghy and took soundings to make sure that I could get in at 
any stage of the tide. 
The weather was horrid during this patrol with heavy thunder 
storms during which it was almost impossible to see more than 
fifty yards. 
 
Langkawi was a beautiful island once described as ‘a jewel in a 
string of seed pearls’. There was one Malay village in the lovely 
bay and we went ashore and had a meal with the locals as their 
guests, it was the hottest curry I had had in Malaya. 
The island had no hotels. Now it has an international airport and 
luxury hotels galore. 
 
The day after we left, the Police launch caught a boat smuggling 
a large amount of opium, we were never that lucky! The most I 
ever found was a block weighing about four pounds. 
On leaving Langkawi we went to the Kedah River and went up to 
the capital Alor Star. On approaching we encountered the Kedah 
fishing fleet of 200 boats waiting for the tide to rise enough to 
cross the bar. 
Eventually we returned to Singapore for four days of relaxation 
and some fun ashore. 
I played squash, went Highland dancing and went out with some 
of the girls from Braddle Hill. We went to the ‘Cockpit’, can’t 
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remember what sort of place that was, but we obviously liked it as 
we did not get back to bed much before 3 a.m. 
 
5

th
 Patrol 

 
This was very similar to the previous one up the Malacca Straits. 
The main difference was that I carried out a search up-river with 
two policemen on board. 
 
I also took some army officers to sea to dispose of old 
ammunition, we had great fun firing this off at impromptu targets 
before returning to port for a good evening at their mess. 
 
 
 

PATROL 6 
Evacuation of 250 Saki 

April 11
th
 – 18

th
 

 
This was a badly organised operation to evacuate 250 Saki 
tribesmen and a garrison of 80 Commandos. The garrison had to 
be supplied by parachute and the Saki were said to be helping 
the bandits. The camp was 80 miles up the river Endau on the 
east coast of Malaya. 
 
Entering the river was difficult as after the monsoon the bars at 
rivers had changed and there was only shallow water over the 
bar and there were three unmarked rocks. 
 
My M.L. and 3506 commanded by Lieutenant Mike Bankart were 
to proceed up the river about 42 miles and escort the Saki and 
commandos down a river which was prone to being ambushed. 
The Saki were building large rafts of logs lashed together and 
carrying all of them with all their belongings including chickens! 
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We were working with the Gurkas, Police, and A.O. the 
Resettlement Officer etc. Communication was very poor and 
many signals never got through.  After three days’ delay and 
having to go up and down the river to commandeer sampans and 
outboard motors we finally succeeded. We had support from the 
R.A.F. in the form of a Brigand aircraft which strafed the bank 
ahead of the little convoy. To communicate with the Brigand I had 
to signal her with a signal lamp and agree an RT  (radio 
telephone) channel. The commandos had fired a green verey 
signal flare which was supposed to indicate that they were being 
attacked but the Brigand said that it did not look like it, although 
with all the delays the bandits had had plenty of notice! 
 
The Saki were very aboriginal and still hunted with blowpipes! 
[See photo]. 
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On completion we returned to Mersing where the two M.L.s 
formed a soccer team and played the local police side, they 
beat us 1-0. 
I was supposed to continue on patrol but was told to return 
to Base. 
 
I had time to visit Pulau Tioman, which is a lovely island 
completely unspoilt. I had a lovely swim there snorkelling in 
clear water with lots of coral and multi coloured fish. 
 
 

PATROL 7 
25

th
 April  -  12

th
 May. 

LANGKAWI AND ALOR STAR. 
 
This was a patrol concentrated on  the area around Pulau 
Langkawi on the border with Siam (now Thailand) and up river to 
Alor Star the capital of Kedah. 
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I motored straight up to Langkawi only stopping at Port Dickson 
for two hours. This took over two days at about 11 knots. 
 
After arriving the weather was horrible much of the time and I had 
to choose my place to anchor carefully. One night the weather 
changed suddenly and I had to up anchor and spend the rest of 
the night patrolling in uncomfortable seas. 
 
I worked closely with the police on this patrol, trying to see if there 
was any illegal trading in arms or immigrants. We found nothing 
apart from running footsteps in the sand on a beach; this was 
suspicious as Malays never run without good reason! 
The bird life was interesting and I saw all sorts around the 
islands. 
 
Back to base for a few days rest, repairs to one propeller which 
had been bent hitting floating wood in the river, and of course 
runs ashore! 
 
 
 

PATROL  8 
OPERATION GONZALO 

28
th
 May – 6

th
 June 

 
This was a one week blockade of the coast between Penang and 
the ‘Dindings’, a distance of about 80 miles, using two M.L.s and 
two Police launches and air reconnaissance support from the 
R.A.F. at Butterworth. 
 
The best report I can give is to reprint the report given by The 
Flag Officer Malayan Area. 
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PATROL 9 

13
th
 – 28 June 

 
This was an uneventful patrol in the Malacca area. Yet again the 
Police and other authorities had not been warned of my planned 
arrival and therefore had no plans for me. 
 
However towards the end of my patrol I carried out a river patrol 
up the S.Sepang with two policemen on board. This was done 
whilst the army ‘swept’ the banks on either side. 
The 23rd June was ‘Hari Raya’, the end of Ramadan. If this 
interests you read on, otherwise jump a bit! 
 



 

Hari Raya -  Fasting 

During the Muslim month of Ramadan leading up to Hari Raya, it is mandatory for 
Muslims to fast from dawn to dusk. All Muslims except the young, old or infirm must 
fast. Many Muslims also abstain from pleasures such as cigarettes and sexual 
activities during the daylight of the fasting month. 

Widely, markets, or 'Ramadan bazaars' are held in many areas around the country, 
where all sorts of food and kuih — traditional Malay delicacies — are sold for 
breaking fast or buka puasa. Hotels and restaurants have also exploited this 
situation to offer exorbitant Ramadan buffets. This practice of overindulging has 
been criticised by Muslim clerics, notably the mufti of the state of Kelantan. 

Preparation 

On the eve of Hari Raya, Muslims will recite the takbir, which is held in mosques and 
surau (smaller place of in some communities, there will be congregations reciting 
the takbir from house to house. 

In big cities and towns, shopping malls and commercial centres will hold big 
promotions and price discounts for festive shoppers as people purchase clothes and 
supplies. Decorations are hung in public areas and Hari Raya songs will be played  
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in shopping complexes. The media, such as the television will host various 
programs in conjunction with the celebrations. 

Many people also traditionally return to their hometown generally from big 
metropolitan cities to rural areas. This is known as balik kampung — literally going 
back to one's home town to celebrate Hari Raya with family and friends. At many 
times, the flux of vehicles on the roads nationwide increased the number of car 
accidents, including deadly ones, occurring during the festive season. Road safety 
campaigns are often launched by the authorities ahead of the festivities in the 
attempt to lower the discomforting number of accidents. 

Celebrating 

Usually on the eve of the celebrations, family members, especially mothers and 
housewives, will be busy preparing food, cakes, sweets, biscuits and various 
delicacies to be served on the day of Hari Raya. Delicacies such as ketupat or rice 
cake and a meat cuisine called rendang are among the most famous cuisines that 
are served during this day. Other family members will help in other chores such as 
decorating and cleaning up the house. 

Days before Hari Raya, house compounds, particularly those in the countryside will 
be lit up with oil lamps known as pelita or panjut. This display of oil lamps will reach 
its height on the 27th night of Ramadan, called the Tujuh Likur night. 'Likur' literally 
meaning a figure between 20 and 30, hence 'tujuh likur' means twenty seven. 
Originally during the early days of the arrival of Islam among the Malays, the 
purpose of lighting the oil lamps was to attract spirits and angels to descend to 
people's homes during the night of Lailatulqadar. However after ages has passed, 
such misconception is regarded counterfactual as much understanding of Islam 
were obtained. Nowadays the oil lamps are lit solely for decoration. 

Muslims will attend Eid prayer in the morning and consecrate together harmoniously 
while taking the chance to meet and greet each other. Once the prayer is done, it is 
also common for Muslims in Malaysia to visit the grave of their loved ones. During 
this visit, they will clean the grave, perform the recital of the Yasin — a chapter 
(surah) from the Qur'an and also the tahlil or prayers for the deceased. All these are 
done in hope that their loved ones are blessed by God and they are spared from the 
punishment in the grave. 

The rest of the day is spent visiting relatives or serving visitors. Hari Raya is a very 
joyous day for children for this is the day where adults are extra generous. Children 
will be given token sums of money, also known as duit raya from their parents and 
elders. 

During the night, there are often celebrations with sparklers and firecrackers, albeit 
restrictions on playing firecrackers enforced by the authorities. Most firecracker 
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stocks are purchased and smuggled illegally from black markets. Safety issues, 
especially among children are raised and alarming cases relating to injuries caused 
by playing firecrackers are often reported, which initially led to the banning of playing 
firecrackers. Despite of the enforcement of banning firecrackers, more Malay 
children turn to home-made firecrackers such as meriam buluh (bamboo cannon) as 
alternatives to commercial fireworks. Usually the lighting of firecrackers begins a few 
days before the end of Ramadan, and continues for about a week afterwards. 

The picture that follows is the Durian fruit which smells really disgusting but is a 
favourite with the Malays. If you have a glass of beer with one it is a quick way of 
getting drunk!! I did not experiment, but one of my crew did with dire consequence! 
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PATROL 10 

AUGUST 6 – 26 
 
I had had quite a long period in Singapore after many busy 
patrols on the west coast. 
During that time I enjoyed several good parties and balls getting 
to know more of the girls at Braddle Hill, none of whom were 
particularly my favourites, but they say that variety is the spice of 
life! 
 
On the 6

th
 August I sailed up the east coast to Kota Bahru in 

Kelantan. After the monsoon all the entrances to the rivers had 
changed and leading marks were often misleading. On arrival at 
K.B. I requested a pilot and the customs launch came out to 
guide me in, thank goodness as it was very tricky. Later in the 
patrol I met H.M.S. Dampier who was surveying and remarking 
the entrances. 
 
The main reason for my visit was to ‘show the flag’ at the birthday 
celebrations of the Sultan. This was great fun as he was dressed 
up in all his finery, as were the Sultans from the two adjoining 
states. 
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He often had an attendant holding an umbrella over him, usually 
as a sunshade but the weather was very unsettled. 
The Sultan was well known for his liking for nice cars and if 
anyone had one they had to beware! 
The Kuala Lumpur Police Band was there and a Sikh Pipe band, 
they had to play the anthem for each of the Sultans. There were 
formal parades, presentation of medals and so on. 
We played soccer and badminton against local sides. 
The tides were very strong here and my M.L. dragged her anchor 
and ended up several hundred yards down stream much to my 
chagrin! When I left there was very little water on the bar and I 
could only just get out, 
I then visited Kuala Trengannu and several of the off lying islands 
where I was able to enjoy some excellent snorkelling amongst 
wonderful fish and colourful coral. 
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Another pleasure was to get one of the crew to climb a coconut 
tree and knock off a nut; we then chopped off its top with a 
parang and drank the fresh milky coconut juice, quite delicious!! 
 

 
 
The bird life on the islands was interesting and on one occasion I 
saw about 200 frigate birds disporting themselves majestically.  In 
one anchorage my anchor got stuck in a rock and although I 
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dived down 26 feet I could not clear it and nearly ruined my ears. 
Fortunately a local fisherman succeeded. 
In one of the ports I visited the local Arts and Crafts centre and 
bought a lovely gold embroidered sarong and a ceremonial kris [a 
dagger]. Later on I got a Malay naval uniform. 
 
It may sound as if it was all fun and games on this patrol, true 
some of it was but I did have to take 24 army personnel 6 miles 
up a river on an operation. 
After that operation I was given a flight in a helicopter. It was 
fascinating to see the coast, the jungle and the camp we had just 
supplied from the air. 
In Mersing I met the A.O. a Mr Lamomd, who had been on board 
for two days during the Endau operation. Later in the year I met 
him again in K.L. where he entertained me very well. 
H.M.S.Maenad, a minesweeper, was in Mersing as well and the 
Mersing club laid on a very good Chinese Machan [meal] starting 
with sharks’ fin soup. I had often seen the fins being dried on 
beaches in large quantities although I do not remember seeing 
live sharks. 
And eventually I returned to Singapore having had the most 
enjoyable three weeks away. 
 
 
 

PATROL  11 
29

th
 Nov – 21

st
 Dec 

 
This was another busy period on the west coast mainly based at 
Port Dickson and Port Swettenham and up the River Klang 
carrying out operations with the Police, Customs and the Suffolk 
Regiment. 
I visited the Operations Room at Klang twice and it was 
interesting to get a better understanding of how the bandits were 
being supplied and how illegal immigrants were getting in. 
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We carried out three night patrols up river but were a little too 
obvious, so did not catch anything. 
Before the war Malaya and Indonesia had allowed each other to 
fish in each others’ waters but the Indonesians stopped Malaya 
fishing in their waters so Malaya retaliated by refusing to sell 
them nets so the Indonesians became pirates and attacked 
Malay fishermen and stole nets. This occurred while we were 
there so we carried out two patrols seven miles off the Indonesian 
coast to deter this practice. 
The weather during this period was unusually rough and twice I 
had to abandon patrols and seek shelter. 
 
Another operation was to embark two customs officers and six 
assistants at 0300 and carry out a dawn raid on the infamous 
Chinese fishing village on Pulau Ketong. We found about twelve 
opium pipes and about six pounds of opium. 
 
On my return to Singapore one of my engines broke down and I 
had to limp back, meeting my relief in the middle of the night to 
hand over all the information. 
 

OPERATION FULLBACK 
SEPT 28/29 1952 

 
This was an exercise to test Singapore’s defences against attack 
by small craft. 
All five M.L.s were used in conjunction with six ships of the Royal 
Navy and formed the ‘Blue Force’. The Police and Customs boats 
formed the ‘Yellow Force’ (the enemy). 
The operation took place over 48 hours and I had to do two night 
patrols under the direction of H.M.S.Alert who was anchored in 
the eastern approaches and using her radar directed M.L.s to 
intercept contacts and ‘capture’ them. 
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I had a reporter from the local paper called We Kim We on board 
and his description of the exercise is attached and gives an 
excellent feel of what it was like. It follows:- 
United Press News Service      
September 29 1952. 

Singapore is difficult to            DEFEND 
EDITORS NOTE:   Mr Kim Wee went out in one of the Royal Navy M.L’s on the 
BLUE (defence) force and his story is being distributed for those who would care to 
use it. This copy is vetted and approved by the navy. 
 By Wee Kim Wee ,United Press Staff Correspondent.  
SINGAPORE, Sept.29 (up)—The Coastline of Singapore is difficult to defend 
against sneak attacks. This was proved by combined army and navy exercises. 
“FULLBACK” which started at noon on Saturday and ended at 0600 hours this 
morning.  
Although there were a large number of captures, some “enemy” craft got through the 
defences from both sides of the operational area. One motor launch crept closely to 
the shore from one of the small rivers north of Penggerang in Johore and slid 
through numerous fishing stakes along the Singapore east coast to the harbour. 
Another small naval cutter slid through from the vicinity of Pulau Kukop, southwest 
of Johore, along the west coast of Singapore and reached it’s destination without 
being detected. One Naval rating, who was put on board a motor sampan, also 
succeeded in piercing the east coast defences. Although a few small craft managed 
to enter the defensive ring of ships and radar, the enemy suffered severe “losses”. 
The exercise revealed the tremendous importance of radar.  
Among the “prisoners” captured was the commander of the attacking force, Capt 
Murray Clark, R.M. Among the ships taking part were HMS Alert, the opossum, 
ocean minesweepers HMS Jaseur, Lionees, Maenad, Michael, Magician, Lysander, 
M.L’s of the Royal Navy and the Royal Malayan Navy, launches Singapore marine 
police and the army. 
 The exercise undoubtedly was a great success as the lessons learnt should give 
defence planners of Singapore and the marine police the opportunity of improving 
the patrol network. Which in time of peace can keep out smugglers, and in time of 
war can check sneak attacks by saboteurs.  
I boarded one of the Royal Navy M.L’s just before dusk on the opening day of the 
exercise and in about two hours we were already rendezvousing with the frigate, 
HMS Alert, which acted as the picket ship of the blue defence force. 
Wartime atmosphere prevailed on board the Alert as lookouts strained their eyes 
through powerful glasses for any sign of “enemy” ships in addition to the frigate’s 
radar equipment.  
Captain John Moore was barking his orders through the internal communication 
system as he paced between chart room and the upper deck. Besides the bellowing 
of the commander’s orders the silence on board the Alert resembled a ghost ship. I 
had to talk to another correspondent in whispers while the commander was around.  
Inside the chart room I saw the intricacies of the radar equipment at work and for the 
first time satisfied my curiosity as to how the German U=boats were beaten in WW2.  
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Auxiliary vessels attached to the Alert were charted as they cruised around in patrol 
area and kept in constant touch by radio telephone.  
The moment an enemy ship was detected by radar the Alert would flash the order to 
one of the M.L’s t alter course and “proceed and investigate”?  
It’s been conceded the small craft creeping close to shore would be out of range of 
the radars “ears” and truly enough those which got through were the ones that kept 
very close to the shore. The others, a good number of them, which ventured more 
than half a mile off-shore were captured by the speedy Royal Navy anti-submarine 
chasers. 
We had the moon until about midnight and the Yellow Force had little opportunity to 
do anything until early hours of the morning.  
A heavy overcast shrouded the moon earlier than scheduled and by about 1.00 am 
a torrential rain was pouring down over the area, blackening it pitch darkness.  
We were cruising at a moderate speed in the cold and gusty night without any sign 
of life around us until 2.10am when the radio telephone through with the first order. 
“Charlie Fox this is Roger Tare”. (Roger Tare is the code for Alert) Alter course to 
300. About three quarters of a mile from you there is a boat. “Proceed and 
Investigate”.  
Lieut. Hardy, a young officer from Sussex, England, who saw service in Korea on 
board carrier HMS Glory, immediately issued orders to his crew. A young Malay 
quartermaster took over the wheel and all hands were on deck ready for “Pereksa” 
(Search).   
The young Chinese stoker mechanic, who is a Kuala Lumpur boy. Slid down the 
steps into the engine room as Lieut. Hardy ordered him to increase the speed of the 
chaser. In less than 10 minutes we were already in sight of a green light. As we 
closed in, it turned out to be a fishing vessel, which plied between Kuching, 
Sarawak, and Singapore. After a thorough search to make sure that no “sneakers” 
of the Yellow Force were in it, the fishing vessel was allowed to proceed. The 
mother ship, Alert was informed and our M.L. resumed patrol.  
We were all discussing the fishing vessel when the radio telephone cracked up with 
another order. We altered course once again, increased our speed and all hands 
were on deck. This time it was no fishing vessel. We got a prized catch of one of the 
few Yellow ships.  
After a few minutes of the orders being received Lieut. Hardy exclaimed “ho ho, this 
is it” for his catlike eyes had spotted his prized victim through his glasses. Two 
hundred yards out we flashed our light and the yellow craft was full stretch within the 
boat. In a moment it had turned about and before we could say Jack Robinson, it 
was on its way trying to escape.  
We altered our course slightly and were hotly in pursuit. In two minutes we were 
closing in and Lieut. Hardy flashed his red lamp calling upon the “enemy” to 
surrender, which he promptly did.  
As we closed in the occupants of the yellow force craft came out “to surrender”. 
Lieut. Hardy called the mother ship for instructions and the answer came “bring her 
back to Alert”. The captured craft was escorted to the picket ship, where the 
“prisoners” would be interrogated.  
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At 2.45am we were ordered to alter course to 305 and on reaching our destination 
found a lamp bouy. It may sound incredible, but even the sound created by the bouy 
was detected by the Alert’s radar. At 3.05 we got our last order and for a while we 
thought we would be in luck for a second prize. It turned out, however, to be a 
medium-sized Chinese merchant ship, which was allowed to pass unmolested. At 
4.00 am the relieving M.L’s were already at hand and after formal handovers, we 
were heading home for base.  
The thing that impressed me most was the efficiency of the Malay ratings on board 
our M.L. They were regulars of the Royal Malayan Navy, most of whom had been in 
the service for two years. From the way they executed their jobs I am fully convinced 
that all the praises that were showered on them by their officers were no flatter. The 
boys were alert, intelligent, and keen.  
Lieut. Hardy, who was officer in charge of our M.L had only once to repeat his order. 
The way how they moved into their stations made them look like veterans. In one 
instance one of the members of the gun crew asked “Sir, shall we open up our 
guns”. He had been so used to doing this while on other assignments. The guns 
were unnecessary as for the purpose of the exercise the signal lamps were all that 
were needed.  
With such a batch of boys as the vanguard of the Royal Malayan Navy, this new unit 
of the commonwealth naval forces, has such a great future.  
A communiqué issued by the naval authorities on the exercise said “The weekend’s 
attack on the defences of Singapore harbour by the enemy in exercise FULLBACK 
failed” It also said that the exercise had contributed important military information 
and this will affect defence strategy in other exercises that will follow.   
 
 

 
 
In summary I had great success and was able to ‘capture’ four 
enemy boats. 
This was very exciting as Alert would call me up and direct me to 
steer to intercept ‘Skunk Able’. When we got close I would ‘open 
fire’ with my small searchlight and the enemy had to surrender! 
This happened four times during the two nights and caused the 
reporter to call me ‘cats-eyes Hardy! 
We were using our Asdics (amti-submarine detection equipment) 
which were virtually useless as the engine noise drowned out any 
echoes or H.E. (noise from enemy’s propeller noise) 
My report at the end was very critical of the planning, the radio 
communication, and the use of Asdics. 
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LOTT TRUST AWARD 
 

At the end of 1952 I was recommended for an award from the 
Lott Trust  for outstanding performance on patrol duty with the 
Royal Malayan Navy.  
My records do not show what the financial benefit was. 
On leaving a ship the senior officer has to send in a report  on the 
officer and also give him a ‘flimsy’. Mine  said ‘ To my particular 
satisfaction, a young officer of much promise. Outstandingly 
successful as the commanding officer of a S.D.M.L. on Malayan 
coast patrol duties.’ 
 

MALAYA 1952 
VISIT TO KING GEORGE V GAME RESERVE 

OCTOBER 14 -23 
 
I was due for some leave and decided to be a little adventurous 
and visit the game reserve in the middle of Malaya in the state of 
Pahang. 
This was considered to be a ‘safe’ area to visit although no other 
white person had been there for six months except the police. 
 

Negara National Park in Pahang in the south- central part 
of the Malay Peninsula, occupying 1,677 square miles. 
Established in 1938 as King George V National Park, it 
consists largely of tropical rain forest and also encompasses 
the country’s highest mountain – Mount Tahan (7,175 feet) a 
wide plateau, game- fish rivers, and limestone outcroppings. 
Wildlife includes elephant and tiger.  
 

I packed up my rucksack and grip with jungle boots, compass, 
parang [Malayan jungle knife] and various other useful items. 
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Getting there was an adventure in itself. 
I left Johore Bahru at 0830 on the 12

th
 on a non air conditioned 

train to the capital Kuala Lumpur arriving at 1830. 
The next day I flew in a small Beaver aircraft to the airstrip at 
Benta and went on to Kuala Lipis where I had booked into a rest 
house, as often happened my signal had never arrived! However 
the local Malay Regiment put me up. I immediately got co-opted 
to play rugger for the Rest! We won 14- nil. 
 
The next day I was driven in a scout car 15 miles for a boat trip to 
Kuala Tehan, I had bought food and about 50 gallons of petrol for 
the trip. The journey of seventy miles took about ten hours in an 
open boat. 
On arrival I was welcomed by Charles Ogilvie the Superintendent 
and stayed with him that night. 
The following day I moved into the Rest House where I had to 
self cater with the help of the Malay guide who had been 
allocated to me. 
 

 
 

My 5 stars accommodation! 
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The next days were spent exploring the jungle and the river. The 
river was fast running with rapids and wonderful waterfalls. 
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There were salt licks where I sat in a hide and hoped to see 
various animals. I was disappointed and saw very little, but later I 
did see some deer and tiger footmarks, and saw this tiger cub 
which had been rescued. 
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 However, the general ambience was fascinating and the jungle 
noises amazing. 
Sitting on the verandah at the Rest House I could hear the 
Gibbon monkeys booming and a whole range of birds calling [as 
well as being pestered by mosquitoes]. 
On another day I walked about 7 miles to what they called a 
‘Halting Bungalow’ and camped there for one night. 
I did see the Malayan Bison [Seladang] but the light was too bad 
to get good photos. 
 
My return to Singapore was the reverse of the trip up with a boat 
trip back to Kuala Lipis, a flight to K.L. and a night train back to 
Johore Bahru. 
A few days after my return I was summoned to the Captain’s 
office who said that my cheque paying for the holiday had 
bounced! This was annoying as my monthly pay cheque had not 
been paid in on time. 
 
Some of the documents I have are good reading and are in the 
folder, as are various photos. The cine films have been converted 
to DVD and although not very good quality are interesting.  
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EPILOGUE 
And home. 

 
Early in 1953 I ended my time in the Far East and the Sea 
Transport Officer allocated me a berth on a troopship to travel 
home. 
I discovered that a girl from Braddle Hill was also booked to travel 
on the same ship. She had a nickname ‘Horseface’ and had her 
eye on me! 
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I went to see the S.T.O. and managed to alter my arrangements 
and travelled home on a cruiser instead 
 

!  
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